
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please visit our website for free tutorials, 3d and 

2d picture kits, supplies and inspiration! 

Like our Facebook page @clairescraftscreate for 

tips, new product announcements.                     

Look forward to seeing you there!   Claire x 

www.clairescraftscreate.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEEDLE FELTING 

BEGINNER’S HINTS & TIPS 

  



 

Beginner’s Needle Felting Hint & Tips 
 

1 The needles are VERY sharp.  They have barbs in the sides in 

order to catch the wool fibres and entangle and compress (felt) 

together.  When you look away from your work ALWAYS STOP 

felting and wear finger protectors which can be purchased from 

the Accessories section of our shop or applying sticking plasters 

for a bit of protection - before you actually need them       

 

2 The barbs in the sides of the needle make them quite brittle.  

Take care not to twist or bend the needle.  Always make sure it 

comes out of the work in the same angle as it went in. 

 

3 When working on tiny pieces such as ears use an awl or a spare 

needle to hold your work still 

 

4 Always keep your work on the mat.  If you lift it off the mat 

you are much more likely to stab into your finger or hand 

 

5 When making a pair or set of one thing (ears, legs, etc) make 

them side by side.  Take equal pieces of wool and work on them 

together to ensure you get the same size 

 

 

 

 

6 Stab straight and go into the middle of the work.  Make sure 

you are using all the barbs on the needle for each stab.  Work 

uniformly and evenly around your piece. 

 

7 Your completed piece needs to be FIRM.  This will take time so 

be patient and make sure there are no soft spots in your work.  

Add more wool to areas that feel less firm and build up 

 

8 Once your work gets to a certain density and firmness you will 

also be able to shape using your hands 

 

9 The tighter you roll the wool to start a piece the quicker it will 

be to felt as your needle will be hitting more fibres with each 

stab 

 

10 When forming flat pieces such as ears felt them onto the mat 

before transferring to your piece.  Don’t forget to keep turning 

the piece or it will felt into the mat and be difficult to lift off 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me through my website or facebook 

page if you would like any further help or info! Claire x       

FACEBOOK @clairescraftscreate 

 


